I am improving the way I vary my sentences
for clarity, purpose and effect
 I try to start my sentences in
different ways (so I do not always
start them with a name or pronouns
like “he”, “she”, “it”, “me”, “I”, “we”,
“they”).
Level  I try to write some longer sentences
by using “and” to join ideas that I
2
could put in two separate sentences.
 When I write in the past tense or in
the present tense I usually stick to
the right tense right through my
piece of writing.
 I write simple, clear sentences by
myself and can work out some more
complicated sentences with my
teacher’s help.
 I can join ideas in my sentences
Level using “and”, “but” and “so”. I am
beginning to use some other
3
connectives such as “because”,
“when” and “if”.
 I am beginning to use different
tenses and forms of verbs in my
writing (even though I sometimes
need help to get them right).

I am improving the accuracy
of my punctuation.
 My word order usually sounds
right



I usually put capital letters and
full stops in the right places.

I am beginning to use of
question marks and exclamation
marks correctly, and use
commas in lists
 I use full stops, capital letters,
question marks and exclamation
marks correctly in simple
sentences.
 I am beginning to use speech
marks correctly.


I am improving the way I vary my sentences
for clarity, purpose and effect
 I write simple, clear sentences by
myself and can work out some more
complicated sentences with my
teacher’s help.
 I can join ideas in my sentences
Level using “and”, “but” and “so”. I am
beginning to use some other
3
connectives such as “because”,
“when” and “if”.
 I am beginning to use different
tenses and forms of verbs in my
writing (even though I sometimes
need help to get them right).
 I make my writing interesting to read
by varying my sentences:
o using a sensible mixture of long
and short sentences;
o using different sentence
structures;
o varying the subject of my
sentences.
Level
4



I use some subordinating
connectives, e.g. “if”, “when”,
“because” throughout my piece of
writing.



I can vary the tense and form of the
verbs I use in my pieces of writing
(and I usually do this correctly).

I am improving the accuracy
of my punctuation.
 I use full stops, capital letters,
question marks and exclamation
marks correctly in simple
sentences.
 I am beginning to use speech
marks correctly.



I use full stops, capital letters,
question marks throughout the
pieces of writing I do.

I use speech marks in the right
places and I am beginning to
use some other speech
punctuation (commas, new
lines, etc.)
 I use commas in lists correctly
and I am beginning to use
commas to mark clauses,
although I sometimes need help
to get these right).


Level
4

I am improving the way I vary my sentences
for clarity, purpose and effect
 I make my writing interesting to read
by varying my sentences:
o using a sensible mixture of long
and short sentences;
o using different sentence
structures;
o varying the subject of my
sentences.

I am improving the accuracy
of my punctuation.
 I use full stops, capital letters,
question marks throughout the
pieces of writing I do.



I use some subordinating
connectives, e.g. “if”, “when”,
“because” throughout my piece of
writing.



I can vary the tense and form of the
verbs I use in my pieces of writing
(and I usually do this correctly).

I use speech marks in the right
places and I am beginning to
use some other speech
punctuation (commas, new
lines, etc.)
 I use commas in lists correctly
and I am beginning to use
commas to mark clauses,
although I sometimes need help
to get these right).
 I use a full range of punctuation
marks accurately in my writing
to demarcate sentences,
including speech punctuation
 The word order/word endings
and punctuation within my
sentences are usually accurate
(including the way I use
commas to mark clauses)
although I can make some
errors when I try to use
ambitious sentence structures

I use a variety of sentence lengths,
structures and subjects to make my
ideas clear and emphasise the
important ones.
 I use a wide range of good
connectives (e.g. “although”, “on the
other hand”, “meanwhile”) to make
the
relationships between ideas
Level
really clear to the reader.
5




I deliberately vary the word order in
some of my sentences and expand
verb phrases (with adverbs and
adverbial phrases) to build up detail
or convey subtle shades of meaning.



I am improving the way I vary my sentences
for clarity, purpose and effect
 I use a variety of sentence lengths,
structures and subjects to make my
ideas clear and emphasise the
important ones.
 I use a wide range of good
connectives (e.g. “although”, “on the
other hand”, “meanwhile”) to make
Level the relationships between ideas
really clear to the reader.
5

I deliberately vary the word order in
some of my sentences and expand
verb phrases (with adverbs and
adverbial phrases) to build up detail
or convey subtle shades of meaning.
 I thoughtfully use a variety of simple
and complex sentences to achieve
my purpose and contribute to overall
effect

I am improving the accuracy
of my punctuation.
 I use a full range of punctuation
marks accurately in my writing
to demarcate sentences,
including speech punctuation
 The word order/word endings
and punctuation within my
sentences are usually accurate
(including the way I use
commas to mark clauses)
although I can make some
errors when I try to use
ambitious sentence structures



Level
6


I confidently use of a range of
sentence features to clarify or
emphasise meaning, e.g. fronted
adverbials (“Reluctantly, he…, Five
days later, it…”), complex noun or
prepositional phrases



syntax (word order/word
endings) and the wide range of
punctuation I use are
consistently accurate in a
variety of sentence structures
(although I can make occasional
errors when I use ambitious
sentence structures, (e.g. only
occasional comma splices,
some mistakes when I use
semi-colons)

